SBN

Cancel systematics between the ND (SBND, Microboone) and the FD (icarus)

Assume exercise will want to exercise or analyze using the same tools. Maybe or maybe not. Scientific effort to use the tools as useful

Muon from the other experiment and look for it and do efficiency analysis? 

Not LAr experiments? 

Funny cosmic relationship maybe

Rates on supernova - 

Same s/w digits to the rest. 

Giant airshowers – only events would see correlated information. No physics use case. Supernova – same snooze alert. Compile the data late after all the event – cdf/d0 get all statistics; relative timing is important. Time stamps known between the two detectors – relative to the beam.  Measure in each of the experiments. 

Need a way to certify all the efficiencies and a reference sample for each of the detectors – michele electron sample. 

Multiple detectors and process in the event loop. E.g. Merging for the events and overlay. MC and real data files and merge and do that correctly and randomly. Associate with the truth. 

Modeling the noise based on a noise map and use that to make the map. 

Direct empty data overlays in the MC. MC on top of the data gates. As part of the tool kit. Framework needs to allow you to overlay the data. 

Use case: Superimpose data /events

Superimpose the noise files for any particular facility. 

Event generator/source would additionally call this library. 

Facility to read and facility to combine. 

Different workflow chains with different detectors to work on the same MC files. Leads to requirement on the data management system. Access to the same information from both detector systems. Package the simulated events so can be interpreted in different detectors because the wire configuraiton/geometry are different. Learn about the performance of the detectors on the same event. Based on known truth. Take an event and see how they are reconstructed differently in the two detectors. If did that in FLUKA is quite difficult. Want exactly the same event – need to export a file with 4 vectors with the final particles. Assume sufficient statistics to offset difference in random effects. 

Can synch the geant4 random number generations for same volume and same properties. Simulate 1000 in both detectors and look at the ensemble. 

Same geant4 generated tracks into multiple detectors.  (can do it with Genie and fluka). Material is the same. 

Requirements: Ability to read common truth files.

Many ideas will come up and don’t want constraints to be able to execute them. 

Scheme with fluka interface to LArSoft – will this provide for this use case. 

FLUKA to be plugged in for neutrino and for hadrons in larsoft and all frameworks. 

Need to provide generated files from one generator for other experiments to use. Any generated file from any generator to have common format. 


Define the format and information that is the input to the algorithms

Either have requirements on a framework or define ways of exporting data and reimporting the results. 



